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Abstract

This study examines elements of knowledge management (KM) applied during

the treatment of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) and proposes a KM

framework that can be applied to respond quickly to a new virus outbreak. Fol-

lowing a content analysis of the press conferences held in China, this study found

that various elements of KM, including strategic KM, the knowledge codification

strategy vs. the knowledge personalization strategy, a knowledge-friendly cul-

ture, knowledge-based leadership, KM-based human resource management,

and KM-related information technologies, were widely used by Chinese authori-

ties and healthcare workers to improve treatment effectiveness for COVID-19

patients. This paper provides a unique case study on how KM helps the

government and the healthcare workers to respond to an unexpected public

hygiene crisis.i

1 | INTRODUCTION

Although knowledge of modern medicine has accumulated expo-

nentially compared with several decades ago, people were initially

ignorant of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). COVID-19 is

a disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus

2 (SARS-CoV-2) that was first detected in December 2019 in

Wuhan, Hubei Province, China. The World Health Organization

(2020) announced a COVID-19 pandemic on March 12th, 2020, as

125,260 confirmed cases were reported from 118 countries and

regions. As of May 27, 2022, the number of people infected had

surged over five hundred and twenty-five million (525,467,084)

and 285,171 had died globally (WHO, 2022). Historically, unknown

epidemics are a great threat to human beings because nothing is

known about the disease when it emerges. The more knowledge

about a new epidemic and the faster this knowledge is obtained,

the fewer victims there are. As such, more knowledge about an epi-

demic can save more people's lives and prevent more people from

suffering from misery.

It is a significant challenge for people to combat COVID-19 with-

out sufficient knowledge about it. Therefore, healthcare workers did

not know how to treat patients infected with COVID-19 at the early

stage of the breakout. COVID-19 is severe pneumonia, which can

develop into an acute respiratory distress syndrome. Elderly people

and those with chronic diseases or comorbidities, such as hyperten-

sion and diabetes, are more likely to experience serious effects which

are difficult to treat. The COVID-19 virus not only attacks a patient's

lung but also invades other organs, such as the heart, kidney and liver,

and even the immune system. As the virus quickly duplicates in these

organs and damages people's immune systems, the patient's condition

can deteriorate suddenly. However, 94% of the people infected with

COVID-19 in Mainland China have recovered (Xinhua, 2020a) as
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healthcare workers have gradually become equipped with the knowl-

edge needed to combat the disease.

It is a widely held view that knowledge management (KM) is

important for healthcare workers (Kim et al., 2012) and if properly

applied, can have a positive effect on hospital performance (Gowen

et al., 2009) since healthcare workers are typical knowledge workers

who solve complex problems based on knowledge actions (Reinhardt

et al., 2011). For example, information technologies (IT) for knowledge

codification and collaboration can lead to successful changes in the

healthcare sector (Dixon et al., 2017). However, understanding the

role of KM in the treatment of new epidemics is poor because a lim-

ited number of studies were visible. Previous KM studies concerning

epidemics tended to summarize lessons learnt when the infectious

disease was diminishing, as in the case of SARS (e.g., Devadoss

et al., 2005; Hawryluck et al., 2005; Webster, 2020); however, these

post-hoc summaries lacked a systemic analysis of the importance of

KM elements for the prevention and control of new epidemics. There-

fore, this study explores the elements involved in the treatment of the

COVID-19 pandemic and contributes to the response to a public

health crisis by offering a feasible and effective KM framework that

can be used to handle the crisis as it continues to unfold. Following a

briefing of the background and objectives of this study in this section,

Section 2 outlines concepts of KM elements and identifies the

research gaps. Section 3 introduces the research method applied in

this study and Section 4 presents and discusses the findings. Section 5

concludes with contributions, limitations, and recommendations for

future research.

2 | CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

KM elements, also known as KM enablers or practices refer to man-

agement practices that aimed to support efficient and effective man-

agement of knowledge for organizational benefit (Andreeva &

Kianto, 2012, p.620). After investigating 160 KM frameworks around

the world, Heisig (2009) found that an underlying consensus con-

cerning KM elements descriptions and these KM elements can be cat-

egorized into four groups, namely, management process-oriented

factors (including strategy, goals and measurement), human-oriented

factors (including culture, people, and leadership), technology-oriented

factors (including infrastructure and applications), and organization-

oriented factors (including processes and structures). The findings of

Heisig (2009) provide a deeper understanding of KM elements, which

are widely covered in KM research, such as those by Inkinen (2016),

Liu et al. (2020), and Kianto et al. (2014), etc. In addition, it is difficult

to achieve the success of organizations without sufficient support of

KM elements (Davenport et al., 1998) because the KM elements facili-

tate KM activities in organizations and produce value for employees

TABLE 1 Definition of KM elements

KM factors KM element Definitions

Process-oriented factors Strategic KM Strategic KM emphasizes formulating organizational strategies,

making decisions based on knowledge and communicating these

strategies to employees comprehensively (Hussinki et al., 2017;

Liu et al., 2020)

Knowledge codification strategy Knowledge codification strategy is concerned with capturing,

codification and storage of explicit knowledge with the

application of technologies (Choi & Lee, 2012).

Knowledge personalization strategy The knowledge personalization strategy focuses on increasing the

communication of tacit knowledge through the interaction and

social networks of people (Hasan et al., 2015).

Human-oriented factors Knowledge friendly culture (KFC) A KFC is the perceived belief and norm of employees in which

employees are free to share their knowledge and collaborate

with each other smoothly and where learning and innovation are

highly valued (Liu et al., 2021).

Knowledge-based leadership Knowledge-based leadership is the capability of leaders to influence

others on KM processes and activities (Liu, 2022).

Knowledge-based human resource

management (HRM)

Knowledge-based HRM refers to manage human resources by

involving KM, such as recruiting workers based on their

knowledge and skills, motivating and praising employees based

on their knowledge contribution to the organization, and

providing training courses (Hussinki et al., 2017; Kianto &

Andreeva, 2014).

Technology-oriented factors KM-related information technologies (IT) KM-related IT refer to tools, platforms, and infrastructures

developed by IT that are applied to support KM activities in

organizations (Liu, 2021).

Organization-oriented factors Knowledge-based organizational structure A knowledge-based organizational structure refers to an

organizational design that facilitates knowledge processes and

activities (Liu, 2021).
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and organizations. Up to now, there is still no widely accepted defini-

tions of KM elements in the literature; Liu (2021) outlined a set of def-

initions for KM elements based on a large number of empirical studies

on KM and organizational performance relationships. These defini-

tions are shown in Table 1.

Prior research paid little attention to the role of KM in preventing

and controlling a pandemic; most research focused on the lesson

learnt from combating epidemics in a KM perspective. On the other

hand, some studies proposed KM frameworks for the daily work of

healthcare workers, for instance, Ghosh and Scott (2006) mainly

focused on organizational structure, culture, and technology to exam-

ine nurses' performance without considering strategic KM, KM strate-

gies, and knowledge-based HRM. Raymond et al. (2017) proposed an

IT-enabled absorptive capacity-performance framework for healthcare

workers. Their framework was limited because they merely examined

the role of IT in KM activities of healthcare without assessing the

human-oriented factors, such as culture, leadership, and

knowledge-based HRM, the organization-oriented factors, such as

knowledge-based organizational structure, and process-oriented

factors, such as strategic KM and KM strategies. Instead of involv-

ing KM elements, Jørgensen et al. (2019) developed a framework

supporting knowledge sharing in healthcare through communities

of practice. Still, current studies have neglected many KM elements

in their frameworks and did not emphasize the role of KM in help-

ing to respond to public health crisis. Therefore, this study tries to

provide a feasible KM framework to respond to the COVID-19 pan-

demic, especially in the treatment of COVID-19 patients.

3 | RESEARCH METHOD

To examine KM elements during the treatment of COVID-19, this

study applies a qualitative research strategy and analyses data col-

lected from the press conferences held by Chinese authorities.

3.1 | Raw data

The Press Conference of Joint Prevention and Control Mechanism of

the State Council, People's Republic of China, has been held every

day since 5th February 2020. At the press conference, the chairman

introduced all the measures and policies that had been put in place to

contain COVID-19 and to sustain people's lives and economic activi-

ties in China. Briefings of the State Council Information Office (SCIO),

People's Republic of China, were also held when necessary to intro-

duce the progress of COVID-19 containment and treatment. Follow-

ing the chairman's introduction to the topic, journalists asked

questions and speakers offered answers.

Of the 87 press conferences held between 22nd January 2020

(the first states briefing on COVID-19 containment) and 31st March

2020, 23 were related to COVID-19 medical treatment (including

seven press conferences from SCIO). We have coded and analyzed

the content of the 23 press conferences to explore the KM elements

of the COVID-19 treatment.

3.2 | Content analysis and coding rules

Content analysis is a popular method that is applied to analyse texts

(or other symbolic materials) for social science purposes (Duriau

et al., 2016; Shapiro & Markoff, 1997). Content analysis is appropriate

for this study because this study is based on data entirely drawn from

press conferences held in China during a specified period. Including the

introductive content from the chairman of the press conferences, each

pair of questions and answers were coded, but only the content of the

introduction and answers were analyzed. The first four digits of the code

are the date and month of the press conferences. The next digit is the

number of the press conferences on that date, followed by the item

number (number of questions and answers or introductive content) of

the content of the press conferences. The next code is an abbreviation

of KM elements followed by the name of the speaker. We clustered

these elements into different KM element categories based on Liu's

(2021) work because the work of Liu (2021) extends Heisig's (2009) clas-

sification to a more detailed approach (Figure 1).

4 | FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

Confronting the unknown virus battle, medical staff in China dem-

onstrated their capability to defeat the virus based on their knowl-

edge and effort. As of 16th April 2020, 77,844 COVID-19 patients

in Mainland China were discharged from the hospital upon recov-

ery. As Figure 2 shows, the number of people infected daily started

to decline after reaching a peak on 20th February 2020; the daily

number of recovered patients climbed and then declined as fewer

people became infected. The daily number of fatalities also

declined, as displayed in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows that even though

the total number of confirmed cases increased, the total number of

recovered patients also increased, and the total number of fatalities

remained stable. These figures indicate that the treatment of

COVID-19 became more successful as medics developed sufficient

knowledge to combat the virus and bring the epidemic in China

under control.

Adopting Heisig's (2009) and Liu's (2021) classifications of KM ele-

ments and based on a wealth of evidence extracted from the press con-

ferences of mainland China, this study found an emerging KM

framework in which (1) the objectives and principles of rescue were

based on strategic KM approaches; (2) the knowledge codification strat-

egy and the knowledge personalization strategy were developed simulta-

neously; (3) a KFC was well formulated among the healthcare workers;

(4) the officials from authorities and managers from hospitals in different

levels demonstrated strong knowledge-based leadership; (5) knowledge-

based HRM; and (6) KM-related IT were widely applied for KM activities

to help Chinese healthcare workers to combat COVID-19.
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4.1 | Strategic KM

Strategic KM emphasizes formulating organizational strategies, mak-

ing decisions based on knowledge and communicating these strate-

gies to employees comprehensively (Hussinki et al., 2017), which is a

critical success factor of KM (Liu et al., 2020). This study offers evi-

dence of applications of strategic KM to contain COVID-19. Chinese

government highlighted the importance to put people's lives and

health first and try its best to protect and save its people's live by

adopting a science-based approach. Based on knowledge of previous

epidemics, National Health Commission, China, proposed a principle

of early identification, early isolation, early diagnosis and early

treatment to contain COVID-19 and the principle of “Four Concentra-
tions” to concentrate (1) patients, (2) medical experts, (3) resources

and (4) treatment into special local centersii (0502-1-1-SKM&KC-

Yanhong Guo). The objective of the treatment was to enhance the

recovery rate and decrease mortality of the COVID-19 patients

(0502-1-1-SKM&KC-Yanhong Guo). Developed by the strategic KM

approach, these principles and objectives were communicated to the

public and healthcare workers and provide clear guidelines and strat-

egy for China's COVID-19 containment and treatment. As Yanhong

Guo said, “…‘Four Concentrations’ are the critical principles to treat

COVID-19 patients, especially for server cases and…. the principle of

‘Four Concentrations’ is also the general guideline for the whole

F IGURE 1 Breakdown of the coding rules for the content analysis

F IGURE 2 Daily confirmed cases and recovered cases in mainland China between 20th January and 31st March 2020
( Source: Daily Briefing, National Health Commission, P.R. Chinai) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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nation” (0702-2-12-KFC&KP&SKM-Yanhong Guo). The treatment

objectives and “Four Concentrations” principles provide a mechanism

to foster KM elements, first, concentrating COVID-19 patients

(including asymptomatic cases) prevents others from infection and

enables healthcare workers to closely help the patients and deepen

understanding of COVID-19 at the site; second, concentrating experts

enabled experts to easily share knowledge to frontline healthcare

workers through KM elements. While in turn, the KM elements sup-

port healthcare workers to achieve treatment objectives because

healthcare workers can obtain, create, share, apply, and store knowl-

edge through KM elements in the COVID-19 patient treatment pro-

cesses, as shown in Figure 5.

4.2 | KM strategies

Knowledge is categorized into explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge

(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Accordingly, while the knowledge codifi-

cation strategy is concerned with capturing, codification, and storage

of explicit knowledge with the application of technologies (Choi &

Lee, 2012), the knowledge personalization strategy focuses on

increasing the communication of tacit knowledge through the interac-

tion and social networks of people (Hasan et al., 2015). This study

found that the knowledge codification strategy and the knowledge

personalization strategy successfully aligned with treatment objec-

tives and principles in China by facilitating knowledge sharing, storage,

and application among healthcare workers.

4.2.1 | The knowledge codification strategy

Explicit knowledge about treatment for COVID-19 was codified as

the Clinical Protocol for the Diagnosis and Treatment of COVID-19 (refer

to clinical protocol hereafter) to guide doctors in the diagnosis and

treatment of COVID-19 patients. The clinical protocol, which has

been updated to the seventh version since 16th January 2020, can be

downloaded from the website of the National Health Commission,

P.R. China, for free. Figure 6 shows that frequent updates of knowledge

in the form of clinical protocols have been made in a short period. A clini-

cal protocol was the collective knowledge of experts (0502-1-1-KC-

Yanhong Guo, 0702-2-12-KFC&K-Yanhong Guo) including new and

effective treatment for patients (0502-1-2-KC-Yanhong Guo). The

newest clinical protocol was interpreted by experts to the public during a

press conference (0502-1-2-KC-Yanhong Guo), and healthcare workers

in the whole of China refer to the latest clinical protocol during their

work (1502-1-1-HRM&KP&KC-Hesheng Wang). Therefore, the collec-

tive explicit knowledge is universally shared and communicated to

healthcare workers to ensure the quality of treatment.

First-hand knowledge of frontline health care workers is

extremely valuable and unique at the beginning of an unknown epi-

demic; therefore, Chinese experts have published many research

papers about COVID-19 (Xiang et al. (2020) to share their knowledge

with the community. The frontline doctors were also encouraged

to codify their explicit knowledge into research papers when they

acquired new knowledge during the treatment processes (1502-3-

5-KFC&IT&KC-Yuanbin Wu) and write them in English to share

F IGURE 3 Daily deaths between 20th January and 31st March 2020 ( Source: Daily Briefing, National Health Commission, P.R. China [see
end note i]) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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internationally by the authority (2603-2-9-KFC&IT&KC-Nanping Xu).

The codified knowledge is by-products of treating COVID-19 patients,

but it helps global healthcare workers to understand and combat

COVID-19. Over 700 research papers have been published in Chinese

or English in 99 journals, including The Lancet and The New England

Journal of Medicine, and stored on the COVID-19 academic research

communication platformiii as of 25th March 2020

(2603-2-9-KFC&IT&K-Nanping Xu). The number of papers increased

F IGURE 4 Total confirmed cases, totally recovered cases and total deaths in mainland China between 20th January and 31st March 2020 (
Source: Daily Briefing, National Health Commission, P.R. China [see end note i]) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 5 A framework that knowledge enables healthcare workers to combat COVID-19 [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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to 842 in 122 journals and more than 2.7 million readers have read

papers from the platform as of 12th April 2020 (Chinese Medical

Journal Network, 2020), as shown in Figure 7. Besides codifying

explicit knowledge into research papers, experts' explicit knowledge

and training courses related to COVID-19 treatment and containment

were also recorded as videos and shared with other countries via a

knowledge center (an IT-based knowledge repository) (0204-1-11-KC-

Mingzhu Li). In addition, explicit knowledge about other aspects of

treatment has been codified as rules and recommendations, such as

nursing for severe COVID-19 patients and TCM guidance for recovering

patients (2902-1-7-HRM&KC-Na Guo). These codified documents,

including clinical protocol, research papers, and other documents are

valuable knowledge for deepening people's understanding of COVID-

19, especially at the current stage when people are struggling to save

people's lives.

4.2.2 | The knowledge personalization strategy

The knowledge personalization strategy enables healthcare workers

to quickly obtain explicit knowledge from others in terms of COVID-

19 treatment, which significantly improves their job performance.

COVID-19 is severe pneumonia causing many syndromes, which

needs healthcare workers' tacit knowledge to find the best solution

for COVID-19 patients. The tacit knowledge is difficult to codify

(Jisr & Maamari, 2017), but it can be shared and transferred among

healthcare workers via a knowledge personalization strategy (Maier &

Remus, 2002). This study revealed that tacit knowledge has been

shared intensively by healthcare workers in different forms, including

face-to-face and remote expert visits, consultations and guidance (see,

e.g., 1302-1-3-KP&HRM-Yanhong Guo, 1502-1-8-HRM&KP-Yahui Jiao,

0603-3-1-KP&KC&KFC-Xiangyang Ding, 2902-1-12-KC&KP&KFC&IT-

Guiqiang Wang, 0203-1-3-KC&KP&IT-Jingyuan Chen) when they found

difficulty in treating patients. The experts shared their tacit knowledge

with frontline doctors and offered solutions for severe patients. In addi-

tion, face-to-face and remote regular meetings of discussion about com-

plex cases were well organized between experts and healthcare workers

(1502-1-4-HRM&KP&KC-Yahui Jiao). From the discussions with experts,

healthcare workers can obtain knowledge on how to treat complicated

cases efficiently. Such intensive tacit knowledge sharing enables

healthcare workers to further understand COVID-19 treatment and

improve their capability to save patients' lives. The knowledge personali-

zation strategy facilities smooth knowledge sharing and transferring

F IGURE 6 Update of clinical protocols for the diagnosis and treatment of COVID-19 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 7 Overview of academic research communication
platform 2020 (Chinese Medical Journal Network, 2020) [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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between experts and healthcare workers so that healthcare workers can

devise the best treatment plan for COVID-19 patients.

4.3 | KFC

A KFC is the perceived belief and norm of employees in which

employees are free to share their knowledge and collaborate with each

other smoothly and where learning and innovation are highly valued (Liu

et al., 2021). The content analysis showed that KFC was effectively

developed among the healthcare workers as knowledge-sharing environ-

ments were well established among healthcare workers from different

hospitals (0403-1-7-KFC&HRM&KBL-Haichao Li) and those within the

same hospitals (1603-1-1-KFC&KP&IT-Bin Du). For instance, Dr Bin

Du's team in Wuhan discussed complex cases with their colleagues at

Peking Union Medical College Hospital in Beijing via weekly teleconfer-

ences to determine the best ways to treat severe patients

(1603-1-1-KFC&KP&IT-Bin Du). In addition, several academicians and

their teams, such as Nanshan Zhong, Lanjuan Li, and Chen Wang,

actively participated in medical treatment with frontline doctors offering

consultation and guidance for patients with severe conditions

(0702-2-12-KFC&KP-Yanhong Guo). Onsite visits and consulta-

tions among experienced doctors were also popular for COVID-19

medical treatment (1603-1-1-KFC&KP&IT-Bin Du). Dr Bin Du said,

“I spent the last two and a half days visiting five different hospitals

in five cities (Hubei Province) to review the most critically ill

patients with COVID-19 there.” In this way, the knowledge of

these academicians and experts was transferred to frontline

healthcare workers effectively and in time to save many patients.

Second, healthcare workers seamlessly collaborated to save

patients' lives. As the COVID-19 virus attacks multiple organs of

human beings, patients might get several syndromes concurrently

leading to comorbidities, making medical treatment extremely tough.

Thus, specialists from multi-disciplines (0403-1-7-KFC&HRM-Jie

Qiao), such as the respiratory department, infectious department,

intensive care unit (ICU), cardiology department, hematology depart-

ment, and nephrology department (2303-1-17-KFC-Guiqiang Wang)

worked together and integrated their knowledge to find the best solu-

tion for the patients (1603-1-2-KFC-Xiaowei Yan, 1603-1-3-KFC-

WeiCao). Additionally, practitioners in Western medicine and traditional

Chinese medicine (TCM) collaborated to offer treatment plans for the

patients to achieve better treatment performance (2303-3-8-KFC-

Qingquan Liu). As Dr Bin Du said,

We're working together with our colleagues from the

traditional Chinese medicine department…. That tradi-

tional Chinese medicine works quite well in patients

with mild disease and in those who have been recover-

ing from critical illness… we should learn from each

other (1603-1-6-KFC-Bin Du).

TABLE 2 Role of KM elements in combating COVID-19

KM element How it helps healthcare workers

Strategic KM • Objectives and principles for COVID-19 treatment were developed based on knowledge and science.

• Containment and treatment strategies were well communicated.

• With the help of strategic KM, it has deepened the understanding of healthcare workers in terms of treating

patients.

Knowledge codification

strategy

• Frequent update of Clinical Protocol for the Diagnosis and Treatment of COVID-19 by the experts enables frontline

healthcare workers to obtain the newest knowledge to treat COVID-19 patients

• Intensive contributions to medical research of healthcare workers support global COVID-19 prevention and control.

• Continuously codifying knowledge into different types of documents improves the job performance of healthcare

workers

Knowledge personalization

strategy

• Face-to-face and remote experts' consultation, visit and guidance as well as case discussion meetings facilitate tacit

knowledge sharing and transferring. Therefore, healthcare workers can quickly obtain knowledge to provide

treatment solutions to COVID-19 patients.

KFC • Knowledge sharing culture enables intensive knowledge sharing among healthcare workers.

• Collaborative culture helps healthcare workers seamlessly collaborate.

• Innovative culture support healthcare workers to create knowledge and find new methods to treat patients

Knowledge-based

leadership

• Leaders participated in KM, demonstrating powerful KM leadership.

• KM activities, such as knowledge sharing are encouraged by leaders.

• Leaders supported KM projects, e.g., providing enough resources for research and development, which helped

healthcare workers to successfully create and obtain knowledge.

Knowledge-based HRM • Organizing an expert team enables easily knowledge sharing between the experts and frontline healthcare workers.

• Summoning healthcare workers to Hubei Province to accumulate knowledge to cope with the pandemic.

• Providing mandatory training courses help healthcare workers to obtain new knowledge.

KM-related IT • Knowledge repositories were developed so that knowledge was stored for easy access for healthcare workers.

• Video conferences, teleconferences, and 5G network remote consultation systems were implemented for tacit

knowledge sharing among healthcare workers.

• Intelligent assistant diagnostic systems, artificial intelligence, and big data analytics were adopted to create

knowledge for healthcare workers.
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With the diversified collaboration of these healthcare workers, knowl-

edge about the medical treatment for COVID-19 was shared and

accumulated rapidly, thus improving the recovery rate.

Third, innovative solutions were developed and quickly applied in

the treatment plan. For instance, new treatment solutions, such as

convalescent plasma therapy (0702-2-12-KFC&KC-Guiqiang Wang)

and stem cell treatment (1502-3-8-KFC-Xinmin Zhang), and drugs,

such as chloroquine bisphosphate, favipiravir and some TCM, have

already been recommended in clinical protocols. According to

Yanhong Guo, “Our new technologies, approaches, including TCM are

effective for curing patients and we will continuously summarise

these useful experiences into the next clinical protocols… to enhance

the recovery rate” (1302-1-16-KC&KFC-Yanhong Guo). Equipping

healthcare workers with the latest knowledge ensured they were pre-

pared to offer an efficient treatment to patients. Overall, KFC helps

healthcare workers by creating an intensive knowledge sharing, seam-

lessly collaborative, and innovative culture so that healthcare workers

can easily share, obtain, create, and apply knowledge.

4.4 | Knowledge-based leadership

Effective leadership is crucial to respond to a crisis (Fred Garcia, 2006)

and a major enabler for the success of KM (Cegarra-Navarro &

Cepeda-Carri�on, 2010). Knowledge-based leadership is the capability

of leaders to influence others on KM activities (Liu, 2021). This study

showed that powerful knowledge-based leadership was demonstrated

by the leaders of Chinese governments and hospitals. The manage-

ment teams of hospitals actively participated in the medical treatment

of COVID-19 patients and these managers showed positive attitudes

towards knowledge sharing. For instance, Dr Haitao Li, vice president

of Peking University First Hospital, claimed: “We set up a mechanism

for sharing knowledge and experience between the colleagues from

the different hospitals” (0403-1-7-KFC&HRM&KBL-Haichao Li).

These Chinese medical scientists were also encouraged to share

knowledge with healthcare workers in other countries, thus allowing

knowledge about COVID-19 to be shared with more than 100 coun-

tries and over 10 international organizations before 5th March 2020

(0503-1-1-KFC&KB-Yixing Zeng). Supported by top management teams

of the Chinese authorities, research and development projects for inno-

vative techniques and solutions to contain COVID-19 were quickly initi-

ated by companies, institutes and hospitals (1502-3-1-KBL-Yuanbin Wu)

and these new treatment methods and drugs were immediately applied

as a medical treatment once they were proved to be valid

(0603-2-2-KBL&KFC&KC-Yuanbin Wu). However, speakers of the press

conferences, who were either executives in hospitals (e.g., Jie Qiao, pres-

ident of Peking University Third Hospital; Bin Cao, vice-president of

China-Japan Friendship Hospital) or management team members of gov-

ernment departments (e.g., Nanping Xu, Vice Minister of Ministry of Sci-

ence and Technology of the P.R. China; Yuanbin Wu, Director-General

of Department of Science and Technology for Social Development,

P.R. China), demonstrated strong knowledge-based leadership in KM

activities and provided adequate support for innovation projects. With

such effective support from leaders, the healthcare workers could obtain

and create knowledge efficiently to ensure patients were treated effec-

tively. Therefore, knowledge-based leadership supports healthcare

workers to achieve their objectives through a role model of leaders' KM

behavior and endorsement of resources and KM activities in treatment

processes.

4.5 | Knowledge-based HRM

Knowledge-based HRM emphasizes the importance of the manage-

ment of human resources, such as recruiting workers based on their

knowledge and skills, motivating and praising employees based on

their knowledge contribution to the organization, and providing train-

ing courses (Hussinki et al., 2017; Kianto & Andreeva, 2014). This

study found that knowledge-based HRM focused on three main

aspects in China. First, a powerful expert team, comprising academi-

cians, such as Nanshan Zhong, Lanjuan Li, Chen Wang, Xiaolin Tong,

Luqi Huang, Boli Zhang, and Jie Qiao, was organized at the beginning

of the epidemic breakout (2201-1-1-KFC&KBL&HRM-Bin Li). The

expert team guided the nation's treatment for COVID-19 patients.

These experts not only participated in the treatment, but also updated

the clinical protocols to guide all the healthcare workers

(1502-1-4-HRM&KP&KC-Yahui Jiao). Second, over 42,000 healthcare

workers summoned nationwide to Wuhan and other cities in Hubei

Province from 24th January 2020 to 1st March 2020 (Wu &

Zhao, 2020). Participation of these healthcare workers mitigated the

pressure of medical rescue systems of Hubei Province, especially in

Wuhan (0203-1-1-HRM-Jingyuan Chen, 2902-1-2-HRM-Yanhong

Guo). The patients needed healthcare workers' professional knowl-

edge and help to fight against COVID-19 because the more profes-

sional were the healthcare workers involved, the more patients could

be saved, especially for those with severe symptoms. For example, as

Dr. Qiao Jie said “…some patients had complications like vascular dis-

ease, hypertension, diabetes and kidney failure or something. There-

fore, it is necessary to harness the collective wisdom of specialists to

treat this complicated condition” in a press conference (0403-1-7-

KFC&HRM Qiao Jie).

Third, mandatory training courses in terms of avoiding infection

within hospitals and of the hospital information management systems

being used for COVID-19 patients (Chen et al., 2020) were conducted

for the healthcare workers before they started their work to ensure

they had a deep understanding of COVID-19 (2902-1-4-HRM-Na

Guo, 0203-1-6-HRM-Jingyuan Chen, 0403-1-8-HRM-Jie Qiao). With

effective training and monitoring, the healthcare workers were

equipped with the necessary knowledge to protect themselves and all

of them (except 20 members of the National Health Commission,

(Xinhua, 2020b)) returned to their hometowns without infection

before 17th April 2020 and the 20 experts have left Wuhan (CCTV

Video News Agency, 2020) as hospitalized COVID-19 cases in Wuhan

dropped to zero (ChinaDaily, 2020). To support the principle of
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concentrating experts and treatment objectives, mobilizing and cen-

tralizing the specialists to the center of the epidemic is effective and

necessary to enhance the treatment capacity and capability. With the

assistance of such a large number of healthcare workers, the epidemic

in Wuhan and nearby cities was relieved gradually because the knowl-

edge of these healthcare workers was frequently shared, accumulated

and applied to cure patients.

4.6 | KM-related IT

IT are driving force of KM which facilitate KM activities (Alavi &

Leidner, 2001) and thereby increase the technology knowledge of

healthcare workers (Cepeda-Carri�on et al., 2011). KM-related IT

refer to tools, platforms, and infrastructures developed by IT that are

applied to support KM activities in organizations (Liu, 2021), which

are widely used by healthcare workers, for example, Cegarr-Navarro

and Cepeda-Carri�on (2010), Cegarra-Navarro et al. (2013), and

Martinez-Caro et al. (2013). This study showed that KM-related IT

were widely deployed as part of the KM activities of healthcare

workers, such as knowledge retention, sharing, and creation. First,

several open knowledge repositories, such as the COVID-19 aca-

demic research communication platform (2603-2-9-KFC&IT&K-

Nanping Xu, 1703-1-10-KBL&IT-Xinmin Zhang) and 2019 novel

coronavirus resource (2019nCoVR)iv (2603-2-9-KFC&IT&KC-

Nanping Xu) were developed to store the latest COVID-19 knowl-

edge. Second, besides sharing explicit knowledge from knowledge

repositories, tacit knowledge was also widely shared in the form of

video conferences and teleconferences. For instance, weekly video

meetings were held to discuss the most difficult cases with the

experts beyond Hubei Province (1603-1-1-KFC&KP&IT-Bin Du), and

5G network remote consultation systems were applied to enable

medics to collaborate and transfer their knowledge to treat patients.

For example, a 5G network remote consultation system was

implemented to link Huoshenshan Hospital with Chinese PLA Gen-

eral Hospital. This system enabled experts from both hospitals to

work together to provide a customized and optimized treatment plan

for each patient based on collective knowledge during the consulta-

tion (0203-1-3-KC&KP&IT-Jingyuan Chen). Third, artificial intelli-

gence and big data analytics were also deployed to filtrate potential

drugs (1502-3-2-IT-Xinmin Zhang) and assist diagnoses (28-2-6-IT-

Manqing Wu). For instance, the COVID-19 intelligence assistant

diagnoses system based on X-ray and computed tomography photo-

graphs of the lung is available for medical workers on the website of

the China National Center for Bioinformation.v Based on learning

500,000 clinical iconographical materials in advance, this system

applied natural language and artificial intelligence in photography

analytics to offer intelligent and fast diagnosis of COVID-19 with

95% accuracy. In general, KM-related IT support healthcare workers

in terms of knowledge retention, sharing, transferring, application,

and creation so that they can collaborate smoothly and acquire

knowledge easily to treat patients. A summary of how KM elements

help KM healthcare workers is shown in Table 2.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

This study adopted a bottom-up approach to develop a KM frame-

work appeared based on treatments of COVID-19 through content

analysis of press conferences held by Chinese authorities. This KM

framework includes a set of KM elements, such as strategic KM, the

knowledge codification strategy, the knowledge personalization strat-

egy, KFC, knowledge-based leadership, knowledge-based HRM, and

KM-related IT, which is very identical to the KM initiatives

implemented in a top-down method. On the other hand, Chinese

healthcare workers unconsciously adopted these KM elements to

combat COVID-19. Chinese authorities developed principles of “Four
Early, Four Concentrations” and objectives of “increasing rate of

recovery and decreasing mortality” for COVID-19 treatments through

a strategic KM approach that is based on knowledge and science for

strategic planning. These principles and objectives guide and define

the endpoints of the treatment processes. Chinese healthcare workers

gradually master the knowledge and skills to treat COVID-19 patients.

For instance, the national clinical protocols for the diagnosis and treat-

ment of COVID-19 were frequently updated by the collective knowledge

of experts, which provides diagnosis and treatment of COVID-19 for

healthcare workers across the nation to ensure knowledge consistency.

However, it is still challenging for healthcare workers to deal with com-

plex cases. For complex cases, healthcare workers collaborate through

expert visits, (remote) consultations, and (remote) discussions to find the

most appropriate solution for the patients. KFC enables smooth collabo-

ration and knowledge sharing. Training is also commonly conducted to

equip knowledge to healthcare workers. KM related-IT, such as remote

diagnostic and consultation systems as well as knowledge platforms facil-

itate knowledge sharing among healthcare workers. Artificial intelligence

helps healthcare workers to detect cases more efficiently and accurately.

All these KM actions cannot be succeeded without strong knowledge-

based leadership of the management teams and authorities. Equipping

healthcare workers with knowledge and KM elements is a dynamic pro-

cess that fills the knowledge gaps of healthcare workers. This work is

continuing as there is still much unknown about COVID-19.

By extending KM theory and crisis management, this study

offers a unique case study that explores the function of KM ele-

ments for dealing with a public health crisis, especially in the treat-

ment of disease, which echoes the belief that knowledge and

science can prevent the spread of epidemic (Xing, 2020). This study

reveals a framework including seven KM elements that can guide

authorities and hospitals who face a similar situation. This study

deepens understanding of the role of KM elements in responding

to an unexpected pandemic. As part of the framework, authorities

should first develop containment and treatment strategies based

on knowledge rather than on their political needs before develop-

ing KFC and knowledge-based leadership to guarantee knowledge

activities. Third, complementary knowledge codification and per-

sonalization strategies should be implemented and, fourth, a group

of experts should be organized and healthcare workers should be

trained to quickly spread knowledge. Finally, KM-related IT should

be implemented to facilitate disease treatment. With the support
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of KM elements, KM activities, such as knowledge creation, shar-

ing, acquisition, transferring, application, and retention can be more

effectively carried out among healthcare workers.

Besides its contributions, this study has some limitations that

deserve further examination. First, this study focused on COVID-19

treatment based on data obtained from the press conferences held

between 22nd January to 31st March 2020. Future studies might

extend the dataset by interviewing doctors and nurses who partici-

pated in COVID-19 treatment or by analyzing data about COVID-19

treatment from media and social media to obtain more knowledge.

Thus, more KM elements might be found to mature this emerging KM

framework into a complete one. For example, the knowledge-based

organizational structure was not mentioned in the press conferences,

which needs more information from other channels, for example,

interviews of healthcare workers. Second, as Chinese medical

experts actively share knowledge and collaborate with experts from

many countries and organizations, future studies might explore the

function of KM elements in the global containment of COVID-19

based on global cooperation. Third, as many countries and interna-

tional organizations are working together to contain the disease, it

might be worth investigating the differences in KM elements

between different countries or examining the extent to which the

national differences, such as the national culture and economy,

affect KM elements in terms of responding to a public health crisis.

Finally, successful COVID-19 prevention and control cannot be

achieved without the support of citizens. Future studies can inves-

tigate the interactions of citizenship behavior and KM elements in

affecting pandemic control.

Living in a community of shared future for mankind, everyone is

at risk of being infected by the coronavirus, regardless of border, race,

and wealth. Knowledge is the invisible weapon that healthcare

workers can use to combat the virus and KM elements strengthen the

weapon's power. Successful global collaboration for managing knowl-

edge provides a promising way to defeat the human being's mutual

enemy COVID-19.
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i National Health Commission, P.R. China, Daily Briefing, http://en.nhc.

gov.cn/DailyBriefing.html

ii Special local centres refer to permanent or temporary hospitals or special

infectious hospital or respiratory hospitals that treat COVID-19 patients

in each city of China.
iii COVID-19 academic research communication platform, Chinese medical

journal network: http://medjournals.cn/COVID-19/index.do
iv 2019 Novel coronavirus resource (2019nCoVR), China National Center

for Bioinformation: https://bigd.big.ac.cn/ncov?lang=en
v COVID-19 intelligence assistant diagnoses system, China National Cen-

ter for Bioinformation: http://ncov-ai.big.ac.cn/
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